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“STRUCTURING TIRANA IN FORMATION”

“Tirana is not a city in transformation; it is a metropolis in
formation. We propose a vision for this “city in formation” that
addresses the civic nature of “the city”

– projected

simultaneously towards its exterior, as capital of Albania, and its
interior as locus of inhabitation. With the combined means of
landscape, infrastructure and built form, sites of intensity are
reinforced as areas of concentration, while a sequence of city
fragments constitutes a new backbone for the metropolis. This
civic axis provides a shared image of the city and intimately
connects the formation of the capital city to its foundation within
the heart of the topographic amphitheatre.”

A project by Joachim Declerck and Mark Ryan
Berlage Institute, 2004
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1. GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT THE LAKE PARK

Brief History

Lake Park is a man made green area. Sometime, during the early 60’s, the location holding that name was simply a
naked hill, where the planning authorities had decided to start building a big park and a lake. This project was
carried out by two Bulgarian architects and a young Albanian architect; Nedellcko Radosllavov, Zheko Zhekov
and Maks Velo. After the foreign expertise left the country, it was the Albanian architects that carried on the
project till its completion. It was fully planted and among the new trees, the young architects put some pavilions
for resting and meditating in the park. The lake was dig out and filled with water coming from near natural lakes.
The water element was necessary in the new park to create a certain climate and micro clime and to somehow
compensate the lack of the natural shoreline.
Lake park used to be quite an attractive location, not only at the local level, but also at national one. It was the
site for practicing sports in the outdoors, for natural walks, for relaxation and recreation, for sunbathing and
rowing, and some other programs.
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2. PARK REHABILITATING PROPOSAL – LAND

2. PARK REHABILITATING PROPOSAL – LAND

INTRODUCTION

Past Park, Future Park: A fresh way of ‘seeing’ the new [Grand] Lake Park
[Grand] Lake Park is a landscape that has been evolving over time but has reached a period of stasis. It is a park
with incredible natural assets but it lacks a clear framework to carry the park into the future; its recent stasis
risks sending its best assets into deeper decay. This rehabilitation and design strategy builds upon the foundations
of the existing landscape and park elements, carefully highlighting and reinforcing its most promising potentials
while selectively editing its problematic areas and setting a new structure in motion to continue to evolve into
the future. Part of this evolution involves an expansion in the character and functions of the park from simply a
passive pleasure ground reminiscent of the 19th century European parks to a more diverse and differentiated
public environment – a new kind of park fitting to the contemporary dynamic of Tirana offering different
experiences of landscape in the city that embrace the larger territory and its unique potentials.

What kind of Park is it? Due to its sheer size and distinct natural features, [Grand] Lake Park has the potential
to be many different things to many different people: a place to meet, a place for retreat, a place to encounter
nature, a place for activity. We diversify and distinguish its natural assets into clear park areas with specific
qualities and atmospheres to offer an extended range of potential experiences. [Grand] Lake Park is a park
with multiple dimensions. Creating such a park involves subtly articulating the hidden secrets of the park and
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making them visible; a process of finding and enhancing the latent features of this landscape. Specific park
interventions seek to mark the differentiations of specific landscapes within the park. These punctual
interventions are positioned to accentuate the essential qualities of a place, using changes in vegetation, materials,
light, density, intensity or point of view to highlight or reveal a special environment or experience. In this way, a
series of discrete projects (see implementation project for first phase operations) becomes the means to affect
change over the larger territory. The overall park can be restructured and transformed through a series of small,
concise interventions rather than the administratively ineffective totality of a master plan. The rehabilitation of
the park will therefore be achieved through tactical implementations phased over time. [Grand] Lake Park is
five parks in one. As a more broadly differentiated landscape, [Grand] Lake Park contains 5 distinct character
areas that together form a balanced and coherent whole: ‘The Domestic Core’, ‘Forest meets Water’, ‘The
Active Forest’, ‘Deep Nature’ and ‘Copa-Tirana’. The new park becomes clearly structured for visitors to access
and experience all of its parts, each an invitation to explore the living, dynamic evolution of distinct landscapes
over time.
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[GRAND] LAKE PARK REHABILITATION

Increasing concerns about the disjointed structure of management and ownership, as well as the fading ecological
health and sustainability of the forests and amenities of [Grand] Lake Park highlighted the need for a
comprehensive approach to the rehabilitation and management of the [Grand] Lake Park, one of Tirana’s most
important green areas.
A two-component plan was initiated in July 2005 with a public installation in Rinia Park (July 29-August 5) to
introduce some of the issues and potentials of the park and to generate community awareness and discussion
about the possibilities for [Grand] Lake Park.
The first component of the plan, the Rehabilitation Strategy and Implementation Projects will take immediate
action to address problem areas in the park: active erosion areas; visitor impacts; trail access, safety; and revegetation. As a second component, the Management Plan will address the long-term protection and
sustainability of the natural areas of [Grand] Lake Park. This component of the project will be conceived in
tandem with the rehabilitation plan to ensure that proposed changes and implementation will be aligned with the
long-term vision for the park.
The future of the natural areas of [Grand] Lake Park depends upon the attitudes and actions of park neighbours
and users. Community stewardship, environmental education and interpretation will be an integral part of the
plan. These initiatives will help to build advocacy for the park and the long-term sustainability of Tirana’s natural
areas.
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[GRAND] LAKE PARK PROJECT
National Park of Albania

Location, facts

Lake Park is situated at the South end of the main urban axis defining Tirana’s city centre. The Park’s territory
currently holds an area of 289 hectares within a perimeter of 12 km and it is the biggest natural asset of the city.
A small mountain range (running orthogonal to the axis) separates (the biggest part of) the park from the urban
condition and forms an atrium-like topography on the opposite (South-) side around a central lake. The existing
vegetation acts as a natural buffer zone.

Existing condition, problems, potentials, survey, research

The existing assets are in a devastated condition due to insufficient maintenance measures, single environmental
issues (like the ecologically dumped lake) and uncontrolled extensive urban growth sprawling into the park’s
territory.
A clear concept for both organisation and structure of the park as well as design guidelines will be necessary to
provide a sustainable strategy for its future development.
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Research of the present conditions of the park and the resulting maps clearly show the necessity of integrating
larger adjacent natural areas, especially in the South.

Vision & regional concept

[Grand] Lake Park, due to its size, potential natural diversity and specific transitory location between the dense
urban condition of Tirana city in the North and the natural landscape in the South is part of a larger system of
green areas around the city and therefore qualifies for recreation at a local as well as regional scale.
Strengthened with new programs it will provide direct retreat and relaxation for Tirana city dwellers but also
offer regional/national attractions like capacious sport facilities and cultural event spaces at a larger scale.

In order to approach this vision the following general measures need to be taken:
- secure good accessibility of park area and connecting it to its direct environment
- emphasize structural elements (path system, program, vegetation)
- stop/remove development of informal housing in park territory
- define administrative territory and clear borders
- make sure ecological corridor to the South will be unobstructed
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Time-phase planning

It is essential to understand the difficulties of execution of such a large-scale and complex task. For guaranteeing a
successful and sustainable project on a long-term basis it is necessary to define primary (phase I) and secondary
(phase II-IV) design operations that are to be executed in different phases according to a given timeline:

Phase 1:

Establishment of park territory for immediate usage

- Ecology_1:

Cleaning of lake/recovery of water and adjacent vegetation

- Territory_1:

Definition of new administrative borders of park
Implementation of boarder-line
Design of main entrance
Cleaning of illegal houses in the South and East

- Circulation_1:

Construction of main paths: Ridge- and Nature-path

- Infrastructure_1:

Reconstruction of water canal to lake
Implementation of a primary lighting system
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- Program_1:

Application and permission of basic functions
(kiosks, small-scale private developments like cafes)

Phase 2:

Enhancement of activities & landscape planting

- Ecology_2:

Regeneration of the existing vegetation (old park area)
Planting of new vegetation (South-side of lake preparing transition to nature and future ring
road)

- Territory_2:

Suppression of further illegal developments
Design of secondary entrances

- Circulation_2:

Reconstruction of pathway system around Lake

- Infrastructure_2:

Implementation of water fountains

- Program_2:

Initiation of new activities (private developments under Lake Park administrative
supervision: sport complex, boat club, restaurants)
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Phase 3:

Completion of park equipment, activities, landscape planting

- Ecology_3:

Regeneration of the existing vegetation (Oak-forest, Imperial garden, former zoo area)
Planting of new vegetation (olive and lavender fields)

- Territory_3:

Integration of the “Imperial palace” area

- Circulation_3:

Construction of path-subsystem (horse paths, shortcuts)

- Infrastructure_3:

Construction of ring road/highway

- Program_3:

Completion of implementation activities (construction of large-scale developments)
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Circulation and programs:

It is essential for the city to envision Lake Park being part of a system of green spaces well integrated with the
urban fabric. Two main paths will provide the base structure of linkage.
The so called “Nature-path”, characterized by special vegetation, wood applications and water fountains, starts at
Scanderberg square and leads the public along the city axis to the main Lake Park entrance (next to the main
building of the university) and from there further to the hills in the South area.
There one encounters the mountain-ridge that becomes the natural topographical transition between the urban
and natural faces of the park. A second path running along the ridge (“Ridge-path”) will structure the East- West
connection, starting from the dike and ending up at the Cemetery of the Heroes.
Along these two paths most existing and new programs like the kayak club, sport facilities (football club, tennis
courts, swimming pools and sport palace), open public squares for flexible use, restaurants, Monument of Poets,
series of kiosks and playgrounds, Royal Public Library, children’s hospital, Cemetery of the Heroes, horse stables
and training areas are organised.
New activities are complementing existing ones and are all linked to a further developed subsystem of paths
describing programmatic determined areas (Lake Path, University path, Botanical garden path, Sports area path,
Imperial Garden path).
Some additional functions are placed alongside the lake shore offering different spaces of recreation (seating
terraces, adventure playground, open air pool, natural beaches, fishing club).
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Territory and programs:

Another important measure to be taken into account is the expansion of the territory of the Lake Park,
increasing the area up to 340 hectares. Three new areas are suggested to be included under the supervision of
the park administration and protected by its policy: the sports area in the West is proposed to be privately
developed but following the guidelines of the Lake Park project; the area trapped between the park and the new
“ring road”/highway is also meant to be developed privately but with a less urban character; and finally, a small
area colliding to the “Cemetery of the Heroes” is strongly advised to be included to prevent urbanization that
would enormously decrease the quality of the existing landscape.
Even though the Emperor’s Palace and its walled forest do not belong to the local administration of the Lake
Park, we envision the integration of such valuable resources to the park and to the city of Tirana, by transforming
the Palace into the “Royal Public Library”, as a driving force towards the future social and cultural development
of Albania. Despite the political constraints, we never considered this territory to be independent from the park
and we state its enormously valuable potential to be incorporated into the public realm.
University facilities are proposed to take place in the North-East area of the park due to its strategic location and
possible links to the existing “campus” (dormitories). Some common facilities for the university such as
auditoriums, lecture halls, student’s cantina, are suitable to take place here, fulfilling the need to create a cultural
core for higher education in Tirana.
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Borders and entrances:

One of the most striking conditions of the existing Lake Park is the lack of definition of its own territory and
therefore the impossibility to control it. The southern areas become “no-man’s land” and are already
contaminated by informal housing developments.
For instance, one of the first and most important actions is to provide recognisable borders in order to protect
and control this territory that, at the moment, risks of being absorbed by the astonishing growth of the city and
by inadequate forms of infrastructure.
Framing the park can be translated into three main actions:

1. The definition of a precise borderline according to the ways how the city is colliding with the park. This
is translated into different degrees of permeability that range from a closed wall to an elevated built
infrastructure or a well defined line of trees.
2. The second action is the redefinition of all entrances and their role in terms of public space, serving both,
the city and the park.

These are the spaces of encounter between nature and the urban realm,

responding specifically to particular conditions: the beginning of the main axis, the sports area, the
university campus, etc.
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3. The third action is related to a parking system strategy that deals with the local and regional incoming
flows. Here it is essential to take into account the construction of a highway in the south area of the park,
as part of the outer ring road of the city, which will create an important direct point of accessibility.
The existing borders of the park were identified and redefined in four types of borderlines, according to the way
in which the relation between city and park is negotiated.

1. Wall border: is reconstituting the wall that surrounds the Royal Palace area together with a fence on the
east side, producing a more unified element that protects the park from the chaotic informal
developments in the southern areas of the city.
2. Buffer border: is developed mainly on the northern side of the park where the city centre directly collides
with. This kind of borderline acts as an intertwining relationship between the built environment of the
city and the green, creating a linear zone of continuities and discontinuities.
3. Urban strip border: is present around the new Sports area as a strategy for urban articulation regulated
by the policy of the city and following the guidelines of the Lake Park.
4. Sieve border: is meant to integrate the new road infrastructure within the difficult topography of the base
of the hills in the south, allowing the existence of ecological corridors that permeate from the hills into
the park. In order to achieve this, the road’s trajectory will follow filled in zones in the “valleys” and
underground lines below the peaks, creating a sequence of tunnels and exposed segments.
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Vegetation:

A precise survey of the existing vegetation according to types of greenery and location allows for a planning
strategy to regenerate the existing greenery and to incorporate new interventions. Our proposal provides
possible organizations and design possibilities of grass-lands and mixed-height vegetation, as well as different types
of trees to be planted in specific areas according to their location and function.
New vegetation planned in the form of “fluid fingers” is meant to fill in the gaps of the existing vegetation, not
only to provide a certain continuity of natural corridors, but also as a strategy to stop urban sprawl in the South
border.
Different densities of urbanization and forest are present in the surroundings of the park. Low density
urbanization on the North- East and West sides is interlaced with high density on the North border which allows
its direct juxtaposition with the existing high forest. Existing low forest stretches from East towards South-West
while the Southern areas are more characterised by open fields of grass land.
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PARK SURFACE AND CIRCULATION STRATEGY

Based on concerns over the manner in which the park’s current system of pathways and planted ground surfaces
are being used, deteriorated and eroded, a comprehensive and integrated approach to the overall ground plane
of the park is necessary. This Park Surface and Circulation Strategy reconsiders the ground plane as the essential
association between planted park surfaces and circulation – a unified approach to public movement in the park.

The existing network of paths and trails in the park could be characterized as a basic system of formal paths
(asphalt) that has multiplied into a web of informal lines (cleared earth) permeating the park territory – through
grass open spaces, dense forest, steep slopes, flat plains – granting unrestrained access to the park through a
mainly ad-hoc system that appears to be ever-expanding with further shortcuts of shortcuts of paths carved by
pedestrians. The informal trails, particularly those cutting through the forest zones, present problems for the
management of the park and forest environment: they cause soil erosion and prevent the natural establishment
and re-vegetation of under-storey vegetation and ground surface planting. In the present state of unclear
circulation, the distinction between ‘on the path’ and ‘off the path’ is lost. It has therefore become impossible to
regulate or even establish a psychology of ‘staying on the path’. Ultimately, due to the disrepair and lack of
continuity of existing formal paths and the lack of diversity and differentiation of planted ground surfaces, the
overall park lacks a hierarchy of access and movement. This causes an inability to generate more diverse planting
types as potential new park surfaces. The tendency towards formal pathways through a ‘decorated field’ must be
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challenged. An overall system with clear hierarchies of circulation conceived together with park surfaces will
improved the image of the park and allow for better management of the park landscape.
Though in poor condition, the layout of the park’s existing core system of paths provides the essential foundation
for park circulation. With improvements to path infrastructure and through a restructuring of several key
landscape settings along its path, the park’s system of circulation should be managed to provide varying levels of
access based on different age-groups.
The Path of 1000 Cypresses along the ridge is the core circulation route that provides a base level of access to
the broadest group of park users the ability to access and enjoy nearly all aspects of the park. More generally, the
circulation system is not conceived as a method of taking people from one place to another, but rather as
constructing an experience that leads the park visitor through a series of landscape settings.
First, a clear language must be established to describe the various types of paths and trails we will encourage in
the park.

Footpaths, Track ways and Promenades
Category I: promenades
Category II: broad track ways
Category III: broad footpaths
Category IV: footpaths
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WETLANDS
Wetlands are low areas where water stands or flows continuously or periodically. They are often referred to as
swamps, sloughs, marshes, potholes, lakes, bogs, wet meadows, and seeps. Usually wetlands contain plant-life
characteristic of such areas. While most definitions of wetlands refer only to the shallow water areas with
vegetation, we have broadened ours to include natural lakes, rivers, river oxbows, overflow areas, and manmade
areas such as reservoirs, lakes, and farm ponds.
Water-saturated soils in these low areas are normally without oxygen and are described as anaerobic. Because
plant roots require oxygen for respiration and this oxygen is normally obtained from air spaces in the soil, most
plants can live in water-saturated soils only for very brief periods. Anaerobic soils and the presence of one or
more members of a small group of plants able to tolerate and grow in such soils are universal features of all
wetlands. Wetland plants have various anatomical, morphological, and physiological adaptions that enable them to
live either partly or completely submerged. The most important and widespread of these adaptions is a system of
interconnected air spaces in the leaves, stems, and roots that allows oxygen to diffuse to the roots from the
leaves, thus making it possible for the roots to live in anaerobic soils.
Wetlands also are home to many different groups of animals that are able to find food and shelter in them. These
animals also show a variety of adoptions for life in the wetland environment. Animals found in Iowa wetlands
include muskrats, mink, ducks, geese, shore birds, songbirds, turtles, fish, salamanders, and many different
invertebrate groups.
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The key feature used to classify all wetlands is their water regime or hydrology. (Where does their water come
from? Where does it go? How constant is the water level?) Four basic types of wetlands are found in Iowa:
palustrine, lacustrine, riverine, and seepage. The only type of wetland not found in Iowa is a tidal wetland.
Palustrine wetlands occupy shallow basins with small watersheds. They have marked fluctuations in water level:
seasonal fluctuations, reflecting rainfall patterns and annual fluctuations, reflecting longterm drought cycles. In
periods of drought, annual fluctuations can be so extreme that the wetlands may be free of standing water for
one or more years. Most palustrine wetlands, once common in the northern half of Iowa on the recently
glaciated areas, have now been drained, but some can still be found in northwest Iowa. Palustrine wetlands are
often called prairie potholes or prairie glacial marshes.
Lacustrine wetlands are found in shallow, protected areas of lakes. They are generally less subject to water-level
fluctuations than palustrine or riverine wetlands. Although Iowa has few large lakes, good examples of this
wetland type may be found along the shores of Spirit Lake, Clear Lake, and many smaller Iowa lakes. Wave action
that can uproot plants restricts lacustrine wetlands to sheltered areas of large lakes.
Riverine wetlands, which are associated with rivers, are not common in Iowa, except for those found in the
backwaters of the Mississippi and in clear-water trout streams of north-eastern Iowa. Most Iowa rivers today are
too turbid to support the growth of aquatic plants, and they are either shaded out or buried under the settling
load of suspended material. Plants that occasionally do become established are often scoured out by floods. In
the few rivers where plants can take hold, their growth is often luxurious. The flowing water constantly supplies
them with new sources of nutrients.
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Seepage wetlands form in areas where groundwater surfaces, but where water volume is too small to create a
stream or creek. These wetlands have a perpetually saturated soil, but may have little or no standing water. Since
their water source is an aquifer, it often has a very different chemical composition from that of water in
neighbouring wetlands which have a surface-water source. Iowa's best-known seepage wetlands are the fens of
northwest Iowa, e.g., Silver Lake Fen. These fens are found in small areas where the ground is saturated by
alkaline water discharging from an aquifer that flows through calcareous limestone and dolomite deposits. The
soil in these fens is a mixture of precipitated carbonates and organic matter, and it supports the growth of many
wetland species including a number restricted to this wetland type in the state: arrow grass, beaked sedge, and
grass of Parnassus. Another type of seepage found in eastern Iowa is the hanging bog, about which very little is
known.
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EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS IN THE [GRAND] LAKE PARK
The park as a recreational resource for the city is widely recognized but its potential to become an important
component of local school programs focusing on natural sciences, ecology and environmental education has yet
to be realized. There exists a strong potential to evolve the existing zoo site into a centre for research and
education in the areas of wildlife and the environment. Moving away from its current program which focuses on
the display of animals in captivity, the facility would advance towards a centre for the study of animals in their
natural habitat, particularly focusing on the specific environment and wildlife of the Mediterranean region. This
centre would be a major resource for the curriculum of local schools in addition to promoting local public
awareness of environmental issues. Located at the south terminus of the dyke, the site is strategically positioned
as the gateway to the mountain landscape; here, nature trails could be developed to access a series of
regenerated landscapes that rise into the southern hills including wetland and riparian woodland environments.
The development of an interpretive nature/wildlife trail would enable school groups to experience a range of
habitats first hand within the park environment.
At this location, a dedicated environmental education centre with facilities for public workshops, lectures, films
and research activities would enable on-site education programs to be run on a year-round basis. It would also
become a host facility for summer science/environment camps and other public education programs. The centre
could also include information on the specific fauna and flora of the park environment and organize various
seasonal programs/activities including all-season guided nature walks, winter/spring bird watching, spring and
autumn flora tours, children’s ecology field-work expeditions, wildlife and environmental summer schools.
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THE RIDGE: A SEQUENCE OF LANDSCAPE SETTINGS THAT STRAUCTURE THE PARK
EXPERIECE
Intro, Description of Punctual interventions restructuring and clarifying the experience of the park.

Ceremonial Main Park Entry Sequence
From the main axis of Tirana, the Boulevard “Deshmoret e Kombit” and its formal alley of majestic pines leads a
clear and powerful sequence of public spaces through the city, culminating in the new front ‘gates’ of the park.
This well-structured sequence of public spaces includes Scanderbeg Square, Tirana Central Park, the Lana River
Open Space Corridor, “Frasheri” Park, the new University Square (ref. City Centre Master plan) and, finally, is
anchored by a clear entry to [Grand] Lake Park serving simultaneously as the termination of the urban axis and
an invitation to continue a natural trajectory deeper into the park.
The transition from the city to the park is articulated through a procession of landscapes structured along an
extended trajectory that climbs into the park based upon the continuum of Tirana’s main central axis.
Experienced as a sequence of green spaces that unfold as one ascends the slope of a ridgeline, the entry sequence
offers a rich sensory experience as the city disappears and reappears, while the park landscape emerges and
presents itself as a call to further explore its diverse territory.
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Green Foyer
Arrival. Rising to the upper green foyer one is confronted with a simple green space, the foundation of the formal
park experience. It is a place to meet within an elevated setting that expresses and reveals the special qualities of
the adjacent landscapes of the park. As a point of rest it offers a specific atmosphere of calm, while providing
orientation to both the internal park structure and the larger regional geography through its particular doubleview orientation.
The design intervention in this space is carefully restrained to work with the latent quality of the place. It is
limited to a careful reshaping of the topographic green surface as the main implementation. Attention is shifted to
outer vantage points and the contrast in landscape textures and tones. The space of the foyer is furnished with
simple moveable chairs, allowing for a flexible occupation of the space and ability to host large crowds during
special events. Maintenance of the space is critical: the green must be GREEN. Irrigation and a regular mowing
regime are required here, while in other parts of the park various native grass surfaces can remain more wild and
un-manicured.

Islands.
The space is composed as two ‘island landforms’ within a ‘green sea’; the sea is a manicured green lawn, sculpted
with sinuous curves – a subtly articulated bowl defined on two sides by island landforms. To the east one meets a
rugged pine forest hill and to the west a refined memorial hill retained by stone; wild nature and memory,
mediated by the central lawn whose simplicity and neutrality emphasizes the surrounding landscape and views.
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The differentiated quality of the landscapes meeting the foyer awaits exploration; each landscape type meets the
green as an open invitation.

Edge.
The edge condition is a point of tension – the re-contouring of the ground slightly lifts the outer edges creating a
subtle bowl with an ‘invisible edge’ condition at the perimeter where the landscape falls off the ridge in its natural
descent. One is drawn to this perimeter in the north and south where the topography of the ridge drops to peer
below and beyond into various parts of the park. Here the more manicured character of the green foyer meets
steeper topographic drops with a mixed forest landscape producing a vivid contrast between manicured and wild
– a unique blend of green textures that defines the spatial boundary of the foyer. The descent into the more
natural reserve of the park to the Northeast and the descent to the meadows and lake of the South is reinforced
and made legible. Incredible views to the distant Eastern mountain range and Mt. Daijti are framed by thinning the
forest into a specific aperture, bringing the regional landscape into the composition as a ‘borrowed landscape’.

Stone-Pine Island Landform (Island landform 1)
At one of the park’s highest elevations, this place offers remarkable views to the eastern mountains, a visual
connection to the distant landscape that is clear and profound. The rehabilitation of the hill landscape takes its
starting point from the potential to reinforce this connection between two ‘mountain’ environments; essentially,
this island landform is a microcosm of the alpine landscape. Its landscape design therefore works with a palette of
alpine vegetation, particularly reinforcing the pine forest that already is evident at the peak of the hill.
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Reforestation of the hill would take place to expand the Pine Forest as the dominant tree species on the hill, with
planting of Pinus halepensis. A rugged rocky surface with native grasses marks the intervention on the ground,
working with more hardy textures to create a tactile contrast to the adjacent manicured Green Foyer. A circular
pathway encircling the hill makes a slow ascent to the top, with rock outcrops at reoccurring intervals providing
seating to emphasize views to both the lake and mountains.
At the hill summit, a special installation calls attention to the central quality of this place, distilling its atmosphere
into a curving enclosure of woven dry branches with two apertures that frame the view to Mt. Dajti. The
enclosure wall is constructed of branches collected from the site with a floor of pine needles – strong textures
and smells with opening to the sky above and the mountains beyond. The ground is marked at this point with a
circular flagstone pad.

Hill of Memory (Island landform 2)
Just west of the Green Foyer sits an existing earth mound that supports the Monument of Poets and two WWII
memorials that were subsequently added although poorly-integrated into the composition of memorials. ….

Sequence of 1000 cypresses: the Structuring Spine of [Grand] Lake Park
Lead in parts by the clear structure of the cypress alley and in other parts by material surfaces and the encounter
of distinct landscape settings/landforms, this path forms the core movement system that structures the overall
layout of the park. From the existing park area currently in use to the future park territories in the south, the
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path follows the topographic ridge and takes advantage of its high points and good prospects deep into the park
to become the principal orientation device for park way finding. As a kind of park datum line, most experiences
within the park can be referenced in relation to the path Sequence of 1000 cypresses. Although it is experienced
as a series of different parts or settings along its route, the path remains legible through its continuity. Material
expression may change as it encounters special sites, but the path retains an overall coherence as a single system.
From these moments of encounter, the visitor is invited into a series of descents off the ridge, structured
through different landscapes and spatial sequences towards the lake in the south or the lower forest in the
northeast. This

Natural Sequence to the East

Long Ramp Terrace (Island landform 3)
To the east along the path of 1000 cypresses

Sculpted Pine Forest (Island landform 4)
Not so much an island landform as an island of a uniquely sculpted terrain, this area stands out in stark contrast
to the more vegetated forest floors as a barren landscape which emphasizes its special undulated topography. A
carpet of pine needles gives the place a textural quality and specific smell.
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Formal Sequence to the West
Description

Formal alley Lobby
Renovated amphitheatre
Church and sculpture garden
Meandering path through mixed pine forest
Connection to Dike strip and Wetland and mountain access
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PARK FOREST MANAGEMENT STRATEGY
General Recommendations:

All areas of the territory considered to be under control of the park, including both forested and un-forested
areas, should be subject to silviculture interventions to maintain the health of the natural system. However, a
balanced approach between intense silviculture techniques promoting forest health and a softer ‘gardenapproach’ whereby the visual and experiential qualities of the landscape are also considered should be applied to
the overall park environment. In general, the park and forest landscapes should not be considered as opposing
environments – they should be managed as a whole system.
With this balance in mind, the approach to tree planting should no longer operate in a ‘filling-of-all-open-areas
method’, but rather to preserve a range of park experiences by taking advantage of the quality of open areas in
direct contact to forested zones. In this way, re-forestation efforts should be prioritized in keeping the current
forests healthy and manage their succession, while structuring their edges to accommodate new, clearly defined
open landscapes.

Due to a lack of consistent silviculture interventions over the lifespan of the current forest, the park contains
many dead or damaged species. Tree species that are in poor physical condition should be cut and removed as a
priority first step. Next, these trees should be replaced by young, healthy trees to maintain the diversity and
succession of the forest.
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Special care should be taken with the Path of 1000 Cypresses; this formal alley of trees is an important landscape
structure for the park. Dead trees should be removed and replanted with new Cypresses Sempervirens.
Care should be taken in specific points where public access through the forest meets the water edge (see lake
promenade plan), allowing the forest to descend to the lake; clearing of thorny bushes should allow for safe
public access.

Specific Forest Types:
1. Mixed Pine Forest:
Main Composition of Species: Pinus halepensis, Pinus pinea, Pinus nigra, Robinia, Fraxinus and Populus
Specific Recommendations/Strategy:
When re-vegetating the forest area, a priority planting of Pinus species should take place to reinforce the
character of a predominantly pine forest. Currently, there is a dominant proportion of Pinus halepensis within
the Pine varieties. A more diverse mix of Pinus species in the forest should be encouraged, by planting Pinus
Pinea and Pinus Nigra to achieve a final balance between species of Pinus halepensis, Pinus Pinea and Pinus Nigra.
Within the area of the existing access road (to be removed in the park strategy) the forest should be extended
to the park boundary through planting of Pinus species.
Fallen pine needles should not be swept and collected; rather, they should be left on the forest floor to form a
natural carpet.
Berlage Institute – Project Report
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Species that are in poor physical condition should be cut and removed; species that are growing in a bent habit
should also be cut and removed due to the risk of fire and damage to other healthy trees in direct contact.

2. Mixed Deciduous Forest – Type I:
Main Composition of Species: Robinia, Fraxinus, Populus and Ulnus
Specific Recommendations/Strategy:
Fraxinus trees in this forest require silviculture interventions. Open areas should be left as unplanted open
spaces, but re-vegetation should shape a clear forest edge condition with specific planting according to detailed
plans (see overall strategy and implementation projects).
Species that are in poor physical condition should be cut and removed. General reforestation within the existing
forest area should include only deciduous species.
To minimize erosion on steep slopes, shortcut trails no longer in use should be phased out. Referring to the
system of trails indicated in the overall strategy, paths no longer in use should be recovered as forest understorey by plantings according to the type of existing cover.

3. Pine/Eucalyptus Forest:
Main Composition of Species: Pinus Pinea/halepensis, Eucalyptus globulus
Specific Recommendations/Strategy:
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The character of this area should remain a balance of Pinus and Eucalyptus species with a sandy, open ground
plane. When re-vegetating the forest area, an equal planting of Pinus and Eucalyptus species should be used to
reinforce the character of this forest. A diverse mix of Pinus species in the forest should be encouraged, by
planting mixed Pinus halepensis, Pinus Pinea and Pinus nigra with Eucalyptus.
Areas with Pinus species that are dead and/or bent habit should be cut and removed due to the high risk of fire
and damage to other healthy trees in direct contact. This area requires intensive silviculture interventions due to
the current condition of the forest. Open areas should be left as unplanted open spaces, but re-vegetation should
shape a clear forest edge condition with specific planting according to detailed plans (see overall strategy and
implementation projects). Special surface planting and materials will establish distinct landscape settings according
to overall strategy (see plan).

4. Mixed Deciduous Forest – Type II:
Main Composition of Species: Robinia, Ulnus, Quercus
Specific Recommendations/Strategy:
The character of this forest should be dense and wild. General reforestation within the existing forest area
should include only deciduous species and maintain a dense forest canopy. Silviculture interventions should take
place within the overall forest; dead and damaged Robina species in particular should be cut and removed. Other
species that are in poor physical condition should be cut and removed.
Shortcut trails should be formalized with stable ground material (see plan).
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5. Fraxinus/Pine Forest:
Main Composition of Species: Fraxinus and Pinus with a small mix of other deciduous species
Specific Recommendations/Strategy:
General reforestation within the existing forest area should reinforce the mix of Fraxinus and Pinus – especially
Fraxinus at higher elevated areas and Pinus at the tip of the landform near the water. Species that are in poor
physical condition should be cut and removed. Open areas should be left as unplanted open spaces, but revegetation should shape a clear forest edge condition with specific planting according to detailed plans (see
overall strategy and implementation projects).
Shortcut trails climbing steep slopes to the upper level should be formalized with stable ground material and
limited to specific access areas (see plan).

6. Mixed Forest:
i) Main Composition of Species: Populus, Pinus, Platanus
Specific Recommendations/Strategy:
Species that are in poor physical condition should be cut and removed, particularly Salix and Populus species.
Open areas should be left as unplanted open spaces, but re-vegetation should shape a clear forest edge condition
with specific planting according to detailed plans (see overall strategy and implementation projects). Clean the
area of existing thorny bushes. Shortcut trails connecting the upper Path of 1000 Cypresses with the Lake
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Promenade should be formalized with stable ground material or removed and re-vegetated with grass or ground
cover (see overall plan).

ii) Main Composition of Species: Albicia
Specific Recommendations/Strategy:
The character of this forest should be reinforced as a mono-planted Albicia Forest. Although there a scattered
variety of other species exist, general reforestation within this area should prioritize Albicia planting. Species that
are in poor physical condition should be cut, removed and replaced with Albicia. Silviculture techniques should
give priority to Albicia species over other tree species found in this area.
Grass surfaces should be maintained to form trails connecting the Lake Promenade to the upper Path of 1000
Cypresses through a series of formal grass terraces (see overall plan).

iii) Main Composition of Species: Albicia/Ailanthus Mixed Forest
Specific Recommendations/Strategy:
The character of this forest should be reinforced as a dense, lush forest with thick under-storey planting.
Shortcut trails climbing steep slopes to the upper level should be formalized with stable ground material and
limited to specific access areas (see overall plan). General reforestation within this area should maintain a
balanced planting so as not to lose the character of the Albicia/Ailanthus Mix. Species that are in poor physical
condition should be cut and removed.
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7. Mixed Deciduous Forest – Type III:
Main Composition of Species: Populus, Quercus and Robinia
Specific Recommendations/Strategy:
The character of this forest should be dense and wild. General reforestation within the existing forest area
should give priority to Quercus and Robinia species, so that the Populus are reduced slowly over time.
Silviculture techniques should give priority to Quercus and Robinia species. Species that are in poor physical
condition should be cut and removed. Shortcut trails should be removed or formalized with stable ground
material according to overall plan.

8. Oak Forest – Type I:
Main Composition of Species: Quercus Cerris with Quercus Ilex, Quercus Robur
Specific Recommendations/Strategy:
The special character of this forest is of a dense mono-species forest spatially defined by a high canopy allowing
dappled light; these qualities should be maintained. General reforestation within the existing forest area should
give priority to Quercus species, so that the forest remains a clear, mono-Oak forest. Silviculture techniques
should give priority to Quercus species. Species that are in poor physical condition should be cut and removed.
Shortcut trails should be removed or formalized with stable ground material according to overall plan. Care
should be taken near the water edge, allowing the forest to descend to the lake; clearing of thorny bushes should
allow for more public access.
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9. Oak Forest – Type II
Main Composition of Species: Quercus Cerris with Quercus Ilex, Quercus Robur
Specific Recommendations/Strategy:
This Type II Oak Forest has similar a similar character to the Type I forest – a dense mono-species forest
spatially defined by a high canopy allowing dappled light – but the Type II forest has a more clearly defined ground
planting of Ruscus aculeatus L; these qualities should be maintained. General reforestation within the existing
forest area should give priority to Quercus species, so that the forest remains a clear, mono-Oak forest. The
existing Populus species that are should be reduced slowly over time. Silviculture techniques should give priority
to Quercus species. Species that are in poor physical condition should be cut and removed. ). The forest understorey planting in this area includes a widespread existing cover of Ruscus aculeatus L. (Butcher’s broom). This
dark-green foliage is complementary to the forest canopy and should be encouraged. Shortcut trails should be
formalized with stable ground material according to overall plan and field areas in between should be planted
with Ruscus aculeatus L. to create a green textured field surface.
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STRATEGY FOR THE SOUTHERN PARK TERRITORY

The [Grand] Lake Park sits at the south end of the city’s formal axis and represents the city’s transition into
nature; it is one of the last remaining examples of the city meeting a relatively unspoiled natural landscape and has
a symbolic importance as a natural extension of the formal axis into nature. The park is part of a larger natural
system that includes the foothills and slopes of the south mountain range (name?). Because of the topographic
configuration of the park, there are many areas within the park which offer expansive views across the lake and
deep into the hills and mountains; in this sense, the physical boundaries of the park territory are exceeded by the
visual catchment area experienced from the park. The awareness of the park boundary in relation to its visual
catchment area is important (see diagram of park boundary compared to visual catchment area). Because the
character of the internal park boundary is highly influenced – perhaps even largely derived – from its relationship
to the southern landscape there must be a high priority to find complementary development proposals for the
territory south of the park boundary currently in private ownership and beyond the limits of control of the
municipality of Tirana. It is essential that this visual catchment area of ‘borrowed landscape’ remain as a
character-enhancing territory of the park and not be lost to the current tendency towards an unmediated sprawl
of villas and towers. Intelligent development scenarios can be imagined that acknowledge the high value of the
land for development while recognizing that this value is inherently linked to the quality of place: the character of
the natural landscape. Future developments proposals which offer programs and building types which preserve or
enhance the existing landscape character must be encouraged. The following examples describe such
development types:
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Commercial Winery and Vineyard
On the lower slopes of the south mountain there is a potential for a commercial winery operation to be
established. This program would preserve an un-built landscape with the grape vineyards enhancing the views to
the south. A public component of the operation would include Winery tours and tasting, a restaurant and
possibly a boutique hotel. This program could take advantage of the rare pastoral landscape location with close
proximity to the city centre to create a high-quality tourist destination for Tirana.

City Tree Nursery (South of the Lake, but within the park boundary)
On the lower slopes of the south mountain there is a potential also for an area where the new trees and plants
can be planted and stored. This nursery might respond not only to the needs of the park but also to the needs of
the entire city. This will also be a very gentle and soft border in order to function as a growth barrier of the
illegally and informally built houses in the southern part of the park, neighboring the adjacent commune territory.
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3. PARK REHABILITATING PROPOSAL – WATER SURFACE

TECHNICAL REPORT
“PROJECT OF THE HYDROLOGIC
REHABILITATION OF THE NATIONAL PARK OF TIRANA LAKE”
CONTENTS
1-Introduction
1-1 Tirana
1-2 National Park Area
1-3 Topographic surveyors
1-4 Geologic Study
1-5 Hydrologic Study
2-Technical Report
2-1 Study and the project of supplying canal
2-2 Coffer-dam
2-3 Water sewage system
2-4 Rainfalls system
2-5 Discharging Collector
2-6 Beach area and the lake shores
- Conclusions and recommendations

(This reports is submitted by the reference of Mr. Albert Lenja – Director of Infrastructural Works)
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1. Introduction
Tirana is situated in the center of Albania, partly in the central mountainous region and partly in the western region. It has a surface
of 1238km2 and the population goes to 900000 inhabitants. Tirana counts 150 countries. The average density of population is 655.3
inhabitants per km2. The city population makes 86.2% of the whole population whereas the country population makes 13.8% of it.
The natural growth is 1.54%.
Tirana has a hilly to mountainous relief. The average altitude is 521 m above the sea level. The main mountains are: Martanesh
(1846m), Mali me Gropa (1824m), Dajti (1612m). Hills: Preza hill, Peza hill, Kerraba hill, and Long hill. The fields are situated in
north and northwest side of Tirana: Tirana field, Vora field, Yzberishti field. Rivers: The upper and middle Erzen, Tirana River,
Terkuza River, Lana torrent, Limuthi torrent. Tirana has a soft climate in the western part of it, which gets harsh in the east, near
the mountains. The annual average temperature of Tirana is 15oC. In January the average temperature is 6.8oC while in July is 23.5oC.
The lowest temperature of Tirana is -9.9oC while the highest goes up to 41.3oC. The average annual rainfall is 1247mm. The
prevailing winds come from northwest and southeast side of Tirana. During the summer you can feel the freshening breeze of the
sea. Natural resources: coal from Kerraba, Mushqeta, Mezezi, Valiasi and Priska; bauxite from Priska and Dajti; gyps and quartz
sand from Mezez, marble, argyle, etc. Agriculture lands: brown lands covers 82.8%, alluvial lands covers 12.3%, etc. Forests and
brushes lands cover 41% its surface, while meadows covers 5.65%. The National Park of Dajti has a surface of 3000ha. The main
water resources are as following: Selita, Shen Meria, Gurra e Koçit, Gurra e Maliqit and Gurra e Shametes.
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1-2 Great Park Area
The Great Park of Tirana Lake is situated in the southern part of Tirana. The area park with a surface of 289ha and a perimeter of
12km represents the greater resource of the city. In the center of Tirana park is situated the artificial lake with a surface of 35.5ha.
The surface of pond collector is 548ha. The dam of the lake is 17m height.
Tirana lake dam is built with volunteer work of the youth during the 1959 – 1960. The technology of construction was classical one.
The dam has been reconstructed several times due to several problems on her steadiness.
The great park of Tirana lake, due to his dimensions, capacity of natural diversity and specific location needs a specific study in order
to identify the steadiness problems of the dam, supplying canal, catastrophic discharger, etc. This study will be appended to the
Netherland study of the Tirana great park.
1-3 Topographical surveyors
The Total – station method will be utilized to make the necessary topographic surveyors
The topographic points will be placed during the re-leveling process. They are made of steel. The levels of the topographic points
will be fixed according to the Albanian data; six of them will be placed more or less every one km quadrate in the inhabited areas
and in a distance of 300 – 500m along the roads.
The maps are in digital form along with a reproducible copy. The study has determined the permanent and temporary constructions,
sewerage waters discharge, surrounding walls, fences, entrances gates and the boarders of parcels. The objects in construction are
presented.
The map indicates the main pipes, the cesspools and the control manholes.
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The electric power lines, the high voltage lines and the poles are all specified. In the topographic maps the roads and the passages
are all marked. These maps also will include the telephone lines, the phone booths, etc.
The scale of this project maps is 1:500, 1:1000, 1:2000 and 1:10000. The main maps of the area provided by “El-Consulting”, which
have the scale 1:1000 and 1:500 show the updated geodesic quotas of the area and the new buildings constructed in this area during
the last 10 years.
The scale used in this project-idea, which is provided by the Municipality Office is 1:500 and 1:2000.

1-4 Geological Study
To determine the actual engineering geological conditions, a thorough examination needs to be completed. In this phase we are
presented several data, which were utilized in the reports prepared from different authors in 1976, 1991, 1994 and 1999
“Engineering geological studies of the artificial Lake dam, its base and the falling mass from the dam”.
During this fifty two years, the slopes of this dam has experienced six 6 fallings, where 5 have occurred only in the slope of the
downstream You must notice an important fact: the fallings in the downstream slope has all happened after the year 1991. The
constructions of several buildings after year 1991 and the discharge of dirties in the area before the dam have led to the obstruction
of the lower drainage system of the dam.
As above mentioned this dam is built with volunteer work from 1956 to 1957. There are no physical-mechanical data for the
foundation material of the dam and the earth used for her frame during the projecting phase. In 1976 thoroughly and detailed studies
have been carried out to determine the physical – mechanical components of the dam. For this purpose 44 specimen have taken
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from the dam. As you may see in the geological – engineering views 1-1 and 1-2, the dam structure consist of three geological –
engineering layers.
Layer no.1
This layer consists of the earth used to fill the dam. From the attained data, this earth is taken from the Lake and from Tirana city.
The technology used to compress the earth was a primitive one.
After 17 years that this dam has been operating, the lab analysis and the studies carried out revealed that the body of the dam is
made of un-homogeny materials, which contains a mix of heavy to average argyles and sometimes to light ones, in brown to yellow
color, yellow to grey, humid celestial in smoothed plastic till a compressed one. In several spots you may see fine layers of sand in
yellow color and remains of construction materials (such as pieces from bricks, stones, etc.).
Following are presented the mechanical – physical characteristics of body dam specified in 1976:
-

Natural humidity

Wn = 21.4 – 27.8%

-

Maximal humidity of molecules

Wm m = 12.4 - 13.5%

-

Upper limit of the plasticity

Ws = 29.9 – 46.7%

-

Lower limit of the plasticity

Wp = 19.0 – 21.9%

-

Number of plasticity

F = 10.9 – 14.8

-

Specific weight

-

Volume weight

Δ = 1.91 – 2.02T/m3

-

Frame weight

δ = 1.50 – 1.66T/m3

-

Porosity

n = 38.4 – 45.0%

γ = 2.7 – 2.74T/m3
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-

Coefficient of porosity

= 0.63 - 0.89

-

Coefficient of consistence

B = 0.2 – 0.5

-

Humidity level

G = 0.89 – 0.93

-

Compression module

F1-3 = 42.7 – 90.7

-

Coefficient of compression

L1-3 = 0.019 – 0.033

-

Angle of inner abrasion

Φ = 14o – 20o

-

Cohesion

C = 0.4 - 0.45 kg/cm2

We emphasize that the specimen are taken in different points of the dam in a height of 16.5m. In order to specify some
characteristics of the mechanical – physical parameters of the dam structure, in the study carried out in 1999 there are used 4
specimens taken out from the perforation no.1 and no.2.
Following are presented the outcomes of these parameters:
-

Natural humidity

Wn = 23.6 – 28.6%

-

Upper limit of the plasticity

Ws = 32.04 – 42.63%

-

Lower limit of the plasticity

Wp = 21.83 – 25.80%

-

Number of plasticity

F = 10.21 – 16.83

-

Volume weight

Δ = 1.85 – 1.93T/m3

-

Frame weight

δ = 1.47 – 1.56/m3

-

Angle of inner abrasion

Φ = 15o30’

-

Cohesion

C = 0.25kg/cm2
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Layer no.2
This layer represents the dam foundation. It is made of argyle till brown, grey, blue suargyle and thin plastic earth layers in yellow
color with average humidity. This layer has been met in every perforation and covers the whole foundation of the dam. The minimal
thickness of this dam is 1.0m while the maximal one goes up to 20.0m.
The parameters and the mechanical – physical characteristics are as following:
-

Natural humidity

Wn = 21.8%

-

Maximal humidity of molecules

Wm m = 13.5%

-

Upper limit of the plasticity

Ws = 29.9%

-

Lower limit of the plasticity

Wp = 19.0 %

-

Number of plasticity

F = 10.9

-

Specific weight

-

Volume weight

Δ = 2.02T/m3

-

Frame weight

δ = 1.66T/m3

-

Porosity

n = 29.2%

-

Coefficient of porosity

-

Coefficient of consistence

B = 0.25

-

Humidity level

G = 0.93

-

Compression module

F1-3 = 83.5kg/cm2

-

Coefficient of compression

L1-3 = 0.019 cm2/kg

γ = 2.73T/m3

= 0.65
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-

Angle of inner abrasion

Φ = 14o

-

Cohesion

C = 0.45 kg/cm2

Layer no.3
The basic composition of the dam consists of alternations of sands, argyles and alevrolite in yellow color. The basic compositions are
compressed, strong plastics, which contains little or none humidity.
The mechanical – physical parameters are as following:
γ = 2.75T/m3

-

Specific weight

-

Volume weight

Δ = 2.02T/m3

-

Frame weight

δ = 1.8T/m3

-

Angle of inner abrasion

Φ = 28o

-

Cohesion

C = 1.5 kg/cm2

Falling material (from D falling)
The volume of fallen earth is 2850m3. During its gradually fallen which has continued for more than three years, this mass has been
dismantled. Within its structure are examined several secondary fallings, which comes down from the dam crest till his facade. There
is a decrease of 1 -1.5m in its top.
The mechanical – physical parameters of the fallen mass are as following:
-

Volume weight

Δ = 1.85T/m3

-

Frame weight

δ = 1.3 – 1.4T/m3
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-

Coefficient of consistence

B = 0.7

-

Angle of inner abrasion

Φ = 5o

-

Cohesion

C = 0.03 kg/cm2

Falling structure
The falling mass during the process has these mechanical – physical characteristics:
-

Angle of inner abrasion

Φ = 5o

-

Cohesion

C = 0.0 kg/cm2

Reasons of falling masses generation
As above explained, the falling process in the slope of the downstream slope which has started after the year 1991 is of pipinng
character with a thickness of 3-4m.
A question comes up: Which is the reason of these fallings generations?
According to the studies carried out from the “falling A” of 1968 till the “falling C” and “C1” of 1994, it results that the reasons
which have provoked and still provoke these fallings are two:
-

Because of the lack of, or the obstruction of the drainage system in the downstream slope , the depression curve from the
upstream slope to the lower one is near the slope surface (see sketch, case b).

-

In 1992 the height of the dam has been elevated with 2m. It is possible that in this elevation is not executed according to a
accurate project and high technology, but in this case is used only a mechanical structure. This has created a crack between
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the existing structure of the dam and the new material utilized for the elevation. This is the reasons why falling masses come
down from the dam. The role of the drainages systems in the decline of depression curve is explained in the following
sketches.
Case “a”
In this case, the dam has been constructed with local homogeny materials. It is used a high technology and there is a drainage system
for declining of the depression curve. There are no steadiness problems in the lower slope.
Case “b”
This is the case of the Artificial Lake of Tirana. There are these negative issues in these case:


The dam is made of heterogenic material;



The drainage system is obstructed or missing;



The technology utilized in this process was primitive;



Because of the elevation works carried out in 1962, in the slope is created an crack 2-3m deep.

Lab analysis revealed that the dam is soaked with water and the humidity coefficient is 0.93.
The lack of the drainage system allows the depression curve to be 2-4m far from the surface, which means very close to it. Every
study had led up to the conclusion that the depression curve is in the crack created by the elevating works carried out in 1962.
During the rainfalls, there is no possibility for the water to infiltrate in depth because the depression curve does not permit such a
thing. Also the crack stop them according to the following sketch. In this case the water course decreases the mechanical – physical
parameters (Φ and C).
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Because of this phenomena are generated the fallings named “piping fallings”, which always occurs near the surface. If we don’t take
engineering measures this phenomena and the fallings generation will go on even in the future.

1-5 Hydrologic Study
Hydrology
The Artificial Lake of Tirana is situated in the southern part of the city of Tirana about 2km far from the capital center. The water
collector pond of Artificial Lake with a surface of 5km2 is surrounded by the Sauk hills. The maximal and the minimal heights of the
water collector ponds are 330m and 120m and a average height is about 170m. The inclination gradient goes from 5% to 40% with
an average inclination of 20%. The inclination of the torrents bottoms varies from 2% till 20%.
The water collector pond of the Lake is partly wooded and partly agricultural land with su-argyle sediment.
The area of water collector pond of Tirana Lake is situated in the central Mediterranean area. The rainfalls in this area are
1250mm/year. According to the Mediterranean rainfall regime, the winter and autumn are the seasons with more rainfalls. Snowfall
is a rare event. The monthly average temperatures vary from 3oC during the winter to 30oC during the summer.
The average humidity air goes from 70% till 30% during the summer time.
The water collector pond of Tirana Artificial Lake is created by the rainfalls. Using the analogy with the Lana torrent and the average
rainfalls data of many years from the meteorological system of Tirana, it results that the annual flow for an average annual rainfall of
1250mm is about 80l/sec.
The maximal flow consists of the rainfalls during the wet season (November – March).
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Taking into account the geo-morphological conditions of the water collector pond it had resulted that the plot needs at least 30min
to be produced.
According to the proposal of the Technical Council of the Institution of Hydro-technical Studies and Decision no.1 of the Technical
Council of the Dams, the work is judged of the first category and according to the standards of the projects of the works and dams
constructed with local material, the hydrological parameters are as following:
Normal case of calculation with certainty p=0.3% (recurrence once in every 330 years)
Monitoring case of calculation with certainty p=0.1% (recurrence once in every 1000 years).
The hydrological calculations are based in the elaboration of rainfalls data in the Tirana station and in analogy with Tirana and Ishmi
Torrents.
Following are presented the outcomes of the maximal discharge for the accepted certainties:
discharge time

P=0.3%

P=0.1%

Qmax (m3/sec)

V (103m3)

Qmax (m3/sec)

V (103m3)

30 min

94

170

106

191

12 hours

10,7

470

11,7

510

24 hours

7,7

680

8,6

750

Atmospheric rainfalls
The atmospheric rainfalls along with their characteristics such as the falling intensity and duration play an important role in
establishing the erosion level, calculation of parameters of drainage canals, or in the canalization of cities.
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Because of their great importance, the study of the rainfalls intensity per duration and recurrence in different intervals is a necessary
element. This study aims at determining a relationship (equation) between the intensity of the rainfall with the duration and the
recurrence frequency.
To determine this relationship, the data calculated from several stations in a length time from 15 to 32 years are utilized. After the
material is elaborated the chronological series of the maximum rainfalls for a duration of 10’, 20’, 1h, 6h, 12h and 24h are
established.
These chronological series can be analyzed through analytic and graphical methods, but taking into account that this data are
calculated for a short period, and then in this case it is used the graphical method.
The general formula which shows the relationship between the falling intensity, duration and recurrence is:
I = K/(t+b)d*Ta
Ku:
I = Rainfall intensity in mm/hours
T = Recurrence in year
T = Duration in hour
K, a, b, d = coefficients which take into account the geographic and climacteric conditions of the areas in study.
By determining the coefficients k,a,b,d, we determine the final shape of the formula of calculation of the rainfall intensity for Tirana.
The values of the coefficients are as following:
K = 24.32

d = 0.63

b=0

a = 0.2218

Formula takes the following shape:
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I = 24.32/(t+0)0.63*T0.2218
Having this equation we can calculate the maximal intensity for different durations and fixed recurrence periods.
The rainfall intensity (mm/hour)
Tab - 1
Duration (t)

Recurrence period (in years)

mm

1

2

5

10

15

58.24

67.9

83.22

97

30

37.64

43.89

53.78

62.72

60

24.32

28.35

34.75

40.5

90

18.83

21.95

26.9

31.77

120

15.72

18.33

22.46

26.19

So, when we have to calculate the maximal intensity of the rainfall for duration t = 15min (t = 0.25 hour) with a recurrence intensity
of 1 hour in 50 years (T = 50years) we replace in the above formula the values of time duration and recurrence:
I = 24.32/(0.25+0)0.63*500.2218
According to the calculations the result of I = 138.7(mm/hour)
Intensity of the rainfall (l/sec/ha)
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Tab – 2
Duration (t)

Recurrence period (l/sec/ha) (in years)

mm

1

2

5

10

15

162.36

189.29

232

270

30

104.9

122.35

149.94

174.8

60

67.79

79

96.88

113

90

52.49

61.22

75

87.48

120

43.8

61.1

62.62

73

Tab – 1 shows the values of the rainfalls intensity in (mm/hour) Tirana for different durations and recurrences. Tab – 2 shows the
same values but in (l/sec/ha).
In conclusion, in this project the rainfall is calculated during one year recurrence and 15 min duration with an
intensity of 163l/sec/ha.
3.1 Rainfall regime in Tirana area
Monthly and yearly rainfalls: The area of Tirana likewise all our country is characterized from an unequal scattering of the
rainfalls during the different months and seasons of the year. The origin of this scattering comes from the Mediterranean clime of
this area. The biggest quantity of the rainfalls is characteristic for the winter and autumn seasons, while the summer comes will little
quantity of rainfalls. Such concentration of the rainfalls in the half cold year it is explained by the fact that in this period, the Polar
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weather which generates a cyclone activity comes over the Mediterranean Sea. During the summer there is a decrease of the
rainfalls, which is explained with the fact that the Polar weather moves toward North.

Tab – 3 Meteorological data for Tirana
Jan

Feb March April May June July Augu Sept Oct Nov Dec Total

Rainfalls (mm)

124

101

Average

12.1 13.6 16.1

88

62

51

32

14

19.5

24.2

28.5

29

56

107

207

210

31.2 31.4

28

22.9 17.5

13.7

temp, max. oC
Average.temp, 2.6

3.2

4.7

7.9

11.9

15.4

16.9 16.8

14

10.3 6.9

3.7

73

71

71

71

71

65

60

62

69

72

76

74

Wind velocity 2.0

2.4

2.1

2.1

1.7

1.9

1.8

1.6

1.3

1.4

1.8

2.0

1.7

1.5

1.5

1.2

1.4

1.3

1.2

0.9

1.0

1.3

1.5

4.9

5.5

7

8.9

10.4

11.6 10.8

8.3

6.8

4.5

3.8

42

62

91

119

141

154

103

62

37

30

min. oC
Relative
humidity %
10m m/sec
Wind velocity 1.5
2m m/sec
At

noon

in 4.3

sunny day
Etomm/muaj

25

140
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If we compare the rainfalls quantity during most wet month, November with the rainfalls quantity during the driest month July, it
results that in Tirana during November or December the rainfall quantity is 12 times higher. This can be explained by the fact that
Tirana is situated close the Dajti mountain chain.
The unequal scattering of the rainfalls during the years in our country, especially in Tirana area, has a negative influence in the
calculation of the engineering networks and particularly the drainage ones.
The excessive concentration of the rainfalls during Winter – Autumn taking into account also their impetuous character and the
slight inclination of some areas such the Blloku 17, several times cause inundation. We can mention here the inundation of October
23, 1946 where people of some rural areas were dislocated.
Since canalizations and drainage systems avoid these kind of damages and they are the only solution to reduce the water level, it is
required their continuous maintenance.
It is not unusual for Tirana, to have a completely dried summer during all three months. Tirana doesn’t have more than 60 – 70mm
rainfall per year and in some particular years this quantity has gotten even lesser.
The underground waters in Tirana area
The level of the underground waters in Tirana area is examined in the pipeline wells and normal wells. Similar to the rainfalls, the
level of the underground waters gets higher during November. After this month the level of this waters stays near the earth surface
till at the end of March, when they comes down almost in the entire area of Tirana other than the inundated areas. The highest level
of underground waters in these areas was observed in November 1962.
In several diagrams drawn by national scientist institutions are presented the average monthly levels calculated for many years.
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The average amplitude for Tirana area is calculated from the examination of different areas of the town and in the lower area it goes
to 1.40m.

Iciness in Tirana area
In everyday occurrence, iciness is equivalent to the minimal extreme temperatures. According to the hydrometeorology, iciness
means the decrease of the temperature during the cold season of the year by putting the engineering networks out of work.
Normally for Tirana this level is 0oC. The iciness is observed in Spring, Autumn and Winter.
There are two types of iciness in Tirana, their beginning and ending is shown in the following table:
Tab – 1
Station
Tirana

According to the air temperature
Beginning

Ending

Earliest date

Last date

6.XII

5.III

9.XI

21.IV

In table 1 are presented the minimal values of the air temperature. We have to mention that because of the short observing period
and lack of the data regarding the damage of the engineering network caused by the iciness, the examination of these problems has
objective difficulties. However, we have attempted to treat these problems as far as the existing materials consent us to do it.
The Autumn iciness normally starts at the beginning of December, while the iciness of Spring last till the middle of March. The
beginning and ending dates shown in the table, represent the arithmetical average of the multiyear dates. In the same time, this table
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besides the average date shows also the extreme ones: the earliest and the latest. According to the extreme dates, it results that in
particular years the iciness may last till the end of April and starts in the middle of November.
From the table data, we can see that for Tirana the iciness of Winter is more dangerous than the iciness of Autumn. Although there
is a scarce probability, the existence of iciness till at the end of April plays a negative role in the construction works during this
period.
In relation to this phenomenon, we have reached to some conclusions regarding the area of Blok 17:
a) The greatest damage in Tirana is caused by the advective-radiating iciness. This is explained with the fact that this type of
iciness is observed during the periods with high average daily air temperature.
b) The level of the damage gets higher with the increase of the average air temperature. The higher is the sum of the effective
and active accumulated temperatures the greater is the damage.
The absolute minimal temperatures are observed in the entire area not only during the Winter but also during the first months of
the Spring and the last months of Autumn. This fact shows a particular interest especially for the engineering constructions. The
month with the absolute lowest temperature in the ground surface is January. February and December have similar values of the
temperature but sometimes even lower than January. The absolute minimal annually temperatures vary from -6.5o to -9.2o.
To better understand the temperatures regime of earth, the values of the highest and lowest observed temperature are presented.
These values taken for the earth surface and specially in different depths, make a better understanding and explanation of the
average values for the Municipal Unit no.7. We observe that in December the lowest earth temperature is lower than 0oC till 10cm
depth. According to the last years’ data, during the winter the lowest temperature under zero degree has been observed until 20cm
depth.
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The average number of days with ground temperature under 0o. In every area the period from May to September and for
the cost region, the period from May to October do not contain ground negative temperatures. The greatest average number of the
days with temperature under 0o is observed in January and sometimes in February. This month counts 17 days for Tirana. The next
months after January and February which count the biggest number of the days are December and then March. In December this
number vary from 2 – 5 days in the southern part and from 7 – 14 days in the other part of the area. In March this number varies
from 1 – 4 days.
In 5cm depth the average number of the days with ground temperature below 0o is bigger in January with 3 – 9 days in 10 years. In
December and February the number of days is 1 – 8 and 1 – 5 in 10 years. In November the number of days is 1 – 5 days excluding
here the southern part.
In 10cm depth the temperatures below 0o are very unusual. December has averagely one day but not during the whole month.
In Tirana station is observed the annually progress of the earth surface temperature. The discrepancy between the extreme average
values and the absolute ones, and the average value is huge. These discrepancies varies from the average and absolute extreme about
20o above and below the average value in January, and 33o above and 23o below the average value in July. For example while the
average temperature of the earth surface in Tirana in January is 7.9o, the average temperatures, maximal, absolute maximal, minimal
average and minimal absolute ones are respectively: 16.3o, 27.5o, 2.9o and -11.8o.
For the area in study, the maximal absolute temperatures in the earth surface are high. During the summer period and in May and
September they go beyond 60o. The annual absolute maximal temperatures are observed in July and sometimes in August. The
temperatures vary from 61.8o to 68.4o. The last temperature is observed in July 31, 1954 and makes the highest temperature
observed not only in this area but in all our country.
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2 – TECHNICAL REPORTS OF THE WORKS IN STUDY
2-1 Study of the supplying canal
To supply the Tirana Lake with water functions the supplying canal of the Farka water collector. For this purpose the respective
study and the project-ideas for the following areas are required:
1. Supplying water of the Farka water collector – outlet of Sauku tunnel
2. Tunnel condition and engineering measures, which need to be taken;
3. Canal and the tunnel outlet – Sauk, including the metallic siphon and the supplying water;
4. Canal from Sauk to the Lake;
The total length of the canal is 5.5km from which 1.55km are made of steel pipes, 350m are tunnel and 3.6km are
open canal. This canal has served to supply the lake of Tirana with water and the Textile Plant with technological
water. Today this canal is nothing but a mark and needs to be reconstructed from the beginning for different
supplying volumes of 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0m3 according to the approved solutions.
These works need geological studies, topographical axial of the canal and the works from the Farka Reservoir to Tirana Lake. These
studies will establish the existing axial and the prospective ones because of the changes in the inhabited areas of Tirana and in the
infrastructure.
The canal sections and the art works depends on the filling of the Tirana Lake for 5 days, 10, 15 and 20 days, for 1.45 million m3
water. To be considered that the time that the water stays in the lake (circulation cycle) to be as short as possible.
To be taken into account the alternatives of other water resources for filling the Lake, especially during the summer time, refreshing
this way the lake waters.
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The main source for supplying the Tirana lake with water will be the Farka water collector which is supplied from the Gurra canal
and this one is supplied from Scorana dam.
Scorana collects about 1.7 million m3 water. Scorana dam has a height of 25m and is built on Erzen River on Scorana ravine.
Erzen River
Erzen River is situated in the Middle Albania and has a length of 109km. The surface of the water collector pond is 760km2 with an
average height of 435m and an inclination of 26%. It springs from the southern part of Mali me Gropa, 1300m from the sea level. In
Shengjergj and Shenmeri collects the waters from several springs which also make the main supply of the Erzen during the dried
season of the year.

The water collector
area of Erzen River
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The Erzen River streams from the Scorrana ravine where it collects the waters from the springsof Pellumbas, passes through the
Tirana and then discharges in the Lazli bay. The average flow of the Erzen is 18m3/sec and it responds to a flow module of 24l/sec
per km2. The maximal flow with recurrence once in 100 years is 1560m3/sec. In a year it transports 3.2million tone solid materials.
Erzen waters contain a small percentage of minerals and have an average temperature from 6.4 to 24.9oC. They enter in the
bicarbonates family.
Some data about the Scorana ravine
The surface of the rain collector pond of the Erzen River in Scorana ravine is 158km2 or 15 800ha, with a pond average height of
888m and a length of 22.5m.
35% of the surface is in the height of 800m above the sea level and the rest above 800m.
In 800m above the sea level, the conditions to form the stream are very favorable because of the inclination of the relief and the
bigger quantity of the rainfalls than in other areas.
In this area there are strong water sources which are supplied from the castic areas such as the Shen Meria spring and Selita one.
The atmospheric rainfalls according to the data collected during many years belong to the period from 1959 to 1981.
Based in these data the Hydro-meteorological Institute has elaborated the following rainfalls data:
Place

of Average Cv

Cs

observation rainfall
Scorane

1935

0.14

2.5

Different certainties
1

2

10

50

75

90

95

2960

2720

2260

1840

1760

1720

1720
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Following are presented the rainfalls with duration of 24 hours for different certainties:
Place

of 24 hours max Cv

Cs

Different certainties

observation rainfalls

0.1

0.5

1

2

5

10

20

Shengjergj

68.4

0.43

0.9

211

186

113

158

136

120

101

Selita

102

0.36

2.3

370

299

266

235

195

165

186

77

0.28

0.5

176

159

150

141

128

117

105

0.41

1.8

332

271

244

218

182

154

126

0.35

1.8

238

196

178

160

135

117

98

Madhe
Kllojke
Dajt

Rez. 90.4

Nr.4
Qaf Krrabe

72

The flow norm is based on the monthly average flow of Erzen in Ibe and Zall Ibe Torrent during the period October – April. For the
period May – September are taken the average flows per months calculated in analogy with Tirana River. According to these data,
the annually flows with different certainties are as following: (study of the Hydro-meteorological Institution – 1982).
Description Q

Cv

Cs

m3/s
Erzeni

in 5.91

0.32

1.2

Flow
1

2

5

10

20

50

75

90

95

11.9

10.9

9.52

8.45

7.27

5.5

4.49

3.84

3.35

Skorane
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According to this data, the annual flow in the Scorana ravine for 50, 75 and 95 certainty flow are as following:
-for 50 % ,

Q = 5.55 m3/s , T = 31.5 x 106 sek AV 50% = 175 106

-for 75 % ,

Q = 4.49 m3/s , T = 31.5 x 106 sek AV 75% = 141 106

-for 90 % ,

Q = 3.84 m3/s , T = 31.5 x 106 sek AV 90% = 104 106

As you may see, Scorana is the most favorable and consistent area to collect the water and to supply the Farka
Lake from which is supplied the Tirana lake with water.
2 -2 Dam of the Tirana Lake
Dam of the Artificial Tirana Lake is built during the years 1957 – 1958. In the beginning its height was 12.5m. In after years it was
increased to the height of 14.5m. In 1962 it was increased with 2 other meters.
This lake contains 2.500 000m3 water. Dam slopes: 1:2.25 till 1:3 in the upstream slope and 1:2.5 till 1:3 in the downstream slope.
According to the data it results that the construction of the dam is executed with volunteer work. The technical direction of the
dam construction was charged to the State University of Tirana.
Filling and compressing of the materials of the dam structure till 7m height are carried out through primitive work. Specific
equipments are utilized for the rest of it is.
Since in the project-idea of the rehabilitation of the Great Park is included also the Tirana Lake area and urban and architectonic
investments, a study must be undertaken to determine the steadiness of different parts of the dam. El –consulting will undertake the
following activities:
-

Drafting the project-idea for studying the steadiness of the slopes of the upper and downstream slope of Tirana Lake Dam.
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-

Engineering – geological study of the dam structure and the catastrophic discharger, bottom discharger and the entrances and
outlets of the discharging gates.

-

Hydrologic study regarding the discharging pick, filling the lake with water and the rainfall intensity in the Park area and
establishing the engineering measures for the protection of the lake from the alluviums.

-

According to the geological – hydrological studies, it will be prepared the project – ideas regarding the steadiness of the dam,
discharging gates, catastrophic discharger, bottom discharger and the canal of the discharger from the dam outlet to the Lana
torrent.

-

Since the dam is built in an inhabited area and the danger is very high, the project –ideas of the discharging gates and other
elements will be prepared.

Relief and Geomorphology
The area of the Tirana Artificial Lake represents an erosion valley surrounded by the hilly chain from Sanatorium to the University of
Tirana till the dam of this lake. The other chain starts from the left of the lake to Sauk till Textile Plant. The fronts of these two
chains are interrupted by several torrents which end up to the valley of this lake giving the shape of a closed valley from the
southern part, which opens in the northern part and is closed today by the construction of the existing dam.
Geological construction
Tirana Artificial Lake area is part of the synclinal structure of Tirana field and is situated in its western side. The synclinal structure
erects over the flat field forming the above mentioned hills and chain hills.
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The sediment of this field consists of sand, argyle and alevrolites. On this structure are deposited the latest sediments of quaternary
represented by deluviaolo – proluviale sediments, which according to the studies of 1958 its thickness varies from 2m to 20m.
These sediments consist of plastic grey to yellow suargyle of different weights, which contain humidity and are averagely
compressed.
Hydro-geological conditions
The dam area is very poor in underground waters. There are only some small springs, which during summer time are almost dried.
They are mainly supplied from the rainfalls. The main supply of the lake comes from the atmospheric rainfalls which are collected by
the water collector pond of this lake.
2.3 Water sewerage system
The City of Tirana recently has been affected by important changes in the field of new building construction in the territory around
the Lake of Tirana. These buildings has affected in the increasing of the production of the sewerages in the area as result of the
increased quantity of the water and quantities of the drainages.
The total length of the main collector for gathering the sewerages in the area is 5,200 ml composed by two pieces
(2,600 ml each). With an inclination in both directions. It is recommended that in the new project to build new
pipes for secondary services with a total length of 6500 ml.
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In the area where the sewerage network exists, often happens the overload of this system as results of the invasion of the channels
from the area where this system is not actually built. It is recommended to check the existing situation of the sewerage system in
the area where new buildings appear or in the constructions by the side of the Lake. Regarding the objects that are situated in the
water area that affect the Lake a new sewerage system must be taken in consideration in order to protect the Lake water by the
black waters of the damaged sewerage pipes and collectors.
For this new system must be taken in consideration a 20 year plan of development of the area where the demographic increase and
the urban studies of the Municipality of Tirana must be considered.
Based in the Dutch study, in the Lake surroundings are proposed and foreseen special areas for natural beaches that must be
created by intervention outside the water surface.
•

Maximal capacity of the service of channels and pipes must be calculated up to 95 % of the maximum capacity.

•

The sewerage pipelines must be installed in the proper inclination that will provide a minimum water speed to 0.5 to 0.6
m/sec.

•

Maximal speed must be at 3 to 4 m/sec based in the type of the material of the pipes

•

Minimal diameter of the pipes must be 200 mm.

•

Minimal inclination must be: 0.3 % for pipes with D>500 mm and 0.5 % for pipes with D<500 mm.

•

For the realization of the sewerage system are recommended pipes built in HDPE 100.

•

The calculation of the sewerage pipes will be made based in the Colebrook-White formula as follow:
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V=[(2gDS)log(Ks/3.71D+2.52U/D(2gDS)1/2]1/2
Where
V= speed of the flow
G= acceleration (m/sec)2
D= Diameter of the pipe
S= speed of the pipe
Ks= coefficient of strengthens
U= viscosity of the flow
2-4 Drainage System
In the Tirana Lake basin there are poured the max and minimum water of at least 7 streams of different length and water
catchments. For these streams will be foreseen the construction of declamations for alluvions that will be situated based on the
regulatory plan of the area and in general close to the multi floor buildings around the lake shore.
At the exit of the discharger and catastrophic discharger must be studied the track of the collector from the dam up to the Lana
stream. The situation of the existing collector must be taken in consideration and the real capacity of it must be carefully checked. A
study for the new alternative based on the maximal flow of the water with a width of 1,500 mm must be considered also. This new
collector will increase the security of the lake dam.
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2-5 Discharging Collector.
For the discharge of the exceeded waters is built the discharger. This unit is composed from the discharging unit where is included
the automatic surface discharger and the ending discharger with the gates positioned in the base of the dam. In the entrance of the
discharger is the concrete tower in which are assembled two metallic gates with measurements 1.50 m X 1.50 m. Behind the gates
in the tower is built the surface automatic discharger in the quote of 117,25 m which discharge the excessive water.
The length of the discharging collector is 1,500 ml that must be designed and built according to the terrain condition and in the base
of the coefficient of the security of the dam.

2-6 The beaches area in the Lake
To create comfort and secure condition for the vacationists that will prefer the lake shore in the summer time it is needed to be
considered some security measures especially for the children. For this reason it is important that the base of the lake close to the
water level to be lined with reinforced concrete in the width from 3 m under the water surface up to 2 m above the water surface.
The total surface of the concrete linen if calculated at 200,000 sqm.
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4. PARK OTHER NECESSITIES – MANAGEMENT CONCEPT

CONCEPT FOR THE MANAGMENT OF TIRANA LAKE PARK

The management steps
•

Evaluation of existing situation in park management and regulatory plan.

•

Park evaluation and formulation of strategic plan for operation and development.

•

Determination of the management park structure and interior rules about responsibility (board, executive leader and other
positions) not only for the maintenance but also recreation activities management.

•

Rule preparation of park include:

•

Usage regulations for the citizens ( asses, parking, the different activity we can make, etc )

•

Recreational activities organization and PPP collaboration terms,

•

Preparation of a management plan by the new structures.

In order to serve through the Park territory to the citizens of Tirana by offering a wide range of Municipality organized activities, other
organizations or in collaboration with, it is highly important to define which structure will overtake the organizational responsibilities
and will be partner representing the Park. For this, a park management element analysis is necessary, and also the identification of this
structure is the first step to be completed before moving to further proposals.

1

Lake Park Role
•

Part of the City Green Areas

•

Natural assets Conservation

•

Recreational area

•

Potential tourism for Tirana

The park management is link with:
•

Management of municipal asset ( boundary definition, asset management).

•

Green area maintenance.

•

City’s lungs.

•

Urban planning.

•

Natural source maintenance.

•

The services of citizens’ entertainment.

•

Tourism.

•

Sportive and environment education.

•

Healthy.

2

Management elements

Actual situation

After contacting the responsible structures in the departments that cover the Park area, it is observed that different parts of it are
managed by different parties:
•

Management of green areas (maintenance is made by park department under the City Green Department)

•

Street service and their maintenance (dependant on the Street Department )

•

Maintenance and utilization of lake (dependant on the Park Sector)

•

Canalization service (park/ investment needs )

•

Water furnishing (?/park)

•

Electric energy (park/?)

•

Cleaning (made by the Park Sector )

•

Provide facility: resting places, WC, games (there is no improvement about resting places and WC)

•

Management of commercial rent activity (administration by tax/ economic ministry/ assets).

•

Order and environment security ( only in checkpoint , there are no other)

•

Organization of entertainment activities ( uncertainty charge / municipality charge)

•

Others assets : zoo (department without right of decision-taking), sportive park (pools and entertainment rent).

3

Concepts that can be taken into consideration in the Park Management
•

Park is to be considered as a whole single asset,

•

Park role is to be seen as conserving the natural resources, open for free time wanderings, and also for nature education
programs and recreation, but also as an important environment for the benefit of the citizens health,

•

There is need for a single organizational unit for managing the Park,

•

Responsibility of the Managing Unit has to go beyond maintenance, but also for offering services to the citizens,

•

There should be kept into consideration a Single Managing structure for infrastructure, park surveillance and recreation,

•

This Managing Structure should have responsibility for financial conditions improvement,

•

A managerial function considered as helping and valuable would be the Marketing Organization of Park,

•

Collaboration with schools, NGO’s, private businesses for education, promotions, awareness raising campaigns and Park
cleaning.

4

Proposal
•

Managing Unit

Advantages :
Authority definition over assets under subjugation.,
Authority on planning, implementing, staff, etc.,
Opportunity for problem follow-ups,
Improvement of financial situation,
Consultancy lobbing,
Marketing,
Responsibility for activity organizations in collaboration with third parties.
•

Park budget allocation should be conceptualized taking into consideration what is spent and what is generated out of it:
- park activity incomes,
- park expenses.

•

Overall inventory should be under the administrative responsibility and assigned to the Management Unit,

•

There should be found a way of enlarging the Park territory taking in the Botanical Garden,

•

Recreational and service issues towards the citizens are to be evaluated taking into consideration the flux of usage and the
expected quality of usage by the visitors. These make some new elements that should be incorporated in the park
management scheme.
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Managing Structures:
Separated Directory
Dependency:

City Green Department, or
Public Works Department of the Municipality of Tirana

Option I :
Independent directory, having a Park Manager entitled fully responsible for managing the Park Area.
Option II: Board of Directors and Executive Manager
In this case, the community is represented in the board of directors, so are their interests. There is potential for organizations
participation and huger public awareness raising through the influences of the board members.
Weak point: board of directors – manager relations do not prove to be so easy regarding the authority division.
Option III : Board of Consultants and Executive Manager
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Park Management Regulation (approval of the City Council is needed)
•

Park definition as a unity, the borders, the status, and the related legislation, etc.,

•

Park role and its mission,

•

Council authority related to property transactions, financing, renting, concessions and property issues or important decisionmakings, executive administrative authority of the municipality related to Park and the reciprocal terms, etc.,

•

Defining Managing Structure,

•

Authority of the Managing Structure,

•

Duty specifications of the Managing Structure and it functions,

•

Managing procedures,

•

Other authority specifications regarding the territory development, allowed activities, licensing procedures, etc.,

•

Fee specifications for special activities in the Park,

•

Park Financing,

•

Donation Acceptance,

•

Park revenue operation.
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Park Use Regulation
Several Possible Items of a Probable Regulation of Park Use
For such a regulation, it is necessary to coexist a forcing structure that would monitor the regulation application.
•

Par Usage Time-Table,

•

Restricted Areas of Use (where it is prohibited to pass through, where bicycle use is allowed),

•

Car Entrance and Parking,

•

Visitors Carryings (what and what is not allowed),

•

Property Damage (green area, flowers, trees, etc.),

•

Wastes Deposing,

•

Happening of Organized Activities (permission should be granted),

•

Allowed Sports,

•

Fishing,

•

Allowed Animals,

•

Camping Plots,

•

Allowed Trade within the Park Territory,

•

Forbiddance of Advertising within the Park Territory,

•

Implementation of Signals and Plates,

•

Penalties and their Collection.
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Possibilities for Organizing Activities
Management unit has the duty to take care that the community receives as many services as possible, access and opportunity for
recreation within the Park area. In this respect, along with the offering of services by the Park, it should also deal with marketing in
order to make known the offers to the wide public. It should create a network of organizations and other groups capable and
potentially able to create activities, and also the network of those that can sponsor or invest in the park.
Information network in the park, starting with info leaflets and the Park Map, the signage system of the Park, are necessary to
facilitate orientation to the Park users.
There are several ways to organize activities in the park:
•

Recreation potential offered by the Park territory and nature, itself (resting places, streets and new paths, new games, etc).
Special activities can be put under a fee, by the park management.

•

Licensing activities on the Lake (fishing, rowing, canoeing, etc).

•

Assigning permission for recreation activities in the Park (sports hall/ fields, tennis courts, etc.) and consequently, permission
to businesses liked to them (for example, sports shop, etc.) managed by the private parties.

•

Potential use of the amphitheater for activities organized by the Park, but also by third parties.

•

Activity organizations with schools, different NGO’s like sports foundations, environmental educational foundations, groups
supporting health: sports activities, environmental education activities, recreational activities.

•

Organizing activities sponsored by private businesses.
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•

Activities that can be organized by NGO’s themselves: regarding on the size and the type of the activities, certain fees can be
assigned.

•

Program composition of activities based on a calendar and published for the community.

Financial Support for Investment, Services and Activities
•

Sponsorship (according to the Law on sponsorship)

•

Donations and Gifts (donations of a certain value may be accepted and approved by a verdict of the City Council)

•

Donations do not create obligations for the park, but in cases when the donation might have restrictions (for example, the
creation of a resting point only to be used by the elder; that is the restriction that the donating party can put forward).

•

Partnership with a private business or an NGO for public works or different activities. In these case, specific procedures
should be defined in order to regulate the responsibilities of the parties.

•

Licensing commercial activities.

•

Renting.

•

Park activities managed by the Park under a certain fee.

•

Campaigns for Park fund raising (or planting campaigns).

•

Encouraging the creation or attraction of park friendly foundations.

•

Park Management Applying on different projects.
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5. ANNEXES/ MAPS

LAKE PARK AIR-VIEW PHOTOS,

LAKE PARK PROPOSAL – LAND:

OVERALL PLAN
SUB-ZONES/ PARTIAL PLANS

LAKE PARK STUDY– WATER:

DIKE – LAKE DRAWINGS
WATER COLLECTING AREAS
LAKE PHOTOS
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